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17 July 2012
Mr Harry Hildebrand
Calle Augusto Angulo 291
Miraflores, Lima
Perú

harry.hildebrand@markham.edu.pe
Dear Harry,
C.C.N.S.W. – SOUTH AMERICAN TOUR THANK YOU
Recently the Cricketers’ Club of New South Wales undertook its first tour of the South
American continent. This tour has been regarded as one of the most harmonious and friendly
tours that the club has made in its long history.
The co-operation and collaboration of opposing clubs is crucial to the success of any cricket
tour. The hard work and effort made by yourself and your Association was critical in making
such games a possibility. It would be remiss of me not to convey immense gratitude for your
great diligence.
All matches proved to be enthralling contests, with most games not determined until the
death. These games were thoroughly enjoyed by all and played in excellent spirit. Your
hospitality off the field was also exceptional. The club’s lunch and post games catering were
well received and regarded.
Our club had heard good reports about the emergence of Peruvian cricket. It was very
pleasing to see several locals taking to the game. It was certainly a pleasure to play several
closely fought matches upon such a picturesque oval.
A special mention is also reserved for your post match hospitality. An Australian record has
been set for the number of topless arm wrestling photos loaded to any one internet site!
Throughout our tour, we experienced great hospitality and friendliness. This was
encountered not only in Peru, but throughout all of South America. This is a magnificent
reflection on the region and significantly contributed the enjoyment and success of the
CCNSW tour.

-2If it were not for cricket, we would not have had the opportunity to enjoy a beer and each
other’s company. Please keep our club in mind if ever you choose to tour Australia. We hope
to continue good relations with your Association and look forward repaying your hospitality.
Regards

Paul Brandon
CCNSW South American Tour Captain

